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INTRODUCTION
,\Inlost from the inception of the effort to develop information processing
models ot' cognition investigators have argued that at some point there
\\odd be important links between the study of elementary mental operations crucial to the performance of complex tasks (Chase, 1978) and the
brain systems that support such operations. This view is clearly outlined by
llerbert Simon in his important Compton Lectures (Simon, 1981) as
~O~~OWS:

The main reason for this disembodimcnl of mind, is, of course, the thesis hat I
have just been discussing. The diffcrcnce between the hardware of a computer and
t l ~ rhardware of the brain has not prevented computers from simulating a wide
spectrunl of Linds of h m a n thinking .
. I t would be unfortunate i f this conclusior~ were altered to read that neurophysiology has nothing to contribute to
cnplanations of h u m a n behavior. This would be a ridiculous doctrine. It is to
plrysiology t l n t we must turn for an explanation o f the limits of adaptation
As
our k w w l e d g e i ~ ~ c r c a s e sthe
.
relation between physiological and information
procrlsing e x p l a ~ ~ a t i owill
n become just like that relation between quantum rnechanic ~ and
l
physiological cxplanatio~~s
in biology
They constitute two linked
Ic+els of t x p l a ~ ~ a t i o n the l i ~ i ~ i t i nproperlies
g
of the inner system showing up at
the interface betwcen the~n.(page 97).

..

. . ..

...

. ...

I t is llie tlietne of this cl~apterthat the time has arrived for the developniwt of the detailed analysis of the physiology of human cognition. For the
IJSI 15 years, a nurnber o f separate biological fields have coalesced under
25 1

the name of "neuroscience." Neuroscience is concerned with the basic principles of organizatior~of nervous systems. Although the field has, from its
start, included studies of normal and pathological human brains, the bulk
of the work has concerned animal models, and in particular, synaptic and
intracellular phenomena. Except for occasional interest in language and its
pathology, neuroscientists rarely choose human organisms as the object o f
study. In part, this arises because of the complexity of human functioning
and also because of the difficulty, until recent methodological developments, in doing experimental physiology with human beings.
Within the last few years, a number of sciences related to the study o f
cognition in hurnan beings have been coming into contact under the name
"cognitive science." Many of the problems of concern to cognitive science
arise from the great complexity of infornlation stored ill human semantic
memory, and the cultural matrix in which the programming of this information develops. In the terms Simon uses in the previous quote, they are prob l e m of software to which a science of the artificial is properly addressed.
The study of semantic memory, problem solving, language and social cognition are issues of hurnan concern that fall within the domain of cognitive
science.
Although in principle any aspect of cognitive science might be illuminated
by principles of neuroscience, and vice versa, i t seems most fruitful t o begin
with the study of elementary mental operations (Chase, 1978) performed by
human beings in the execution of complex behavior. These w.ould seem t o
be an appropriate level of analysis for efforts to understand the relationship
between mind and brain processes. Just as neuroscientists develop model
systems of sufficient simplicity to work out the detailed wiring diagrams
underlying animal behavior and learning, cognitive scientists interested in
the interface with neuroscience need to seek model cogriilive systems where
appropriate experimentation may yield close contact with related
neurophysiology. In many cases, the choice of such cognitive systems is dictated by the ease of time locking the occurrence of mental events to physical
stimuli. What is not widely recognized by many neuroscientists is the impressive evidence that has been adduced during the last dozen years that
purely mental events, such as ideas and images, can be time locked to
critical erivironmental events (see Posner, 1978 for review). Occurrence of
neuropatl~ologicalsyndromes and the breakdown of component mental
functions provide natural sources of stimulation for the cognitiveneuroscience interface. Decause of the biological bias obviously present in
1h.estudy of cognitive processes from a neuroscience viewpoint, both evolutionary and developmental considerations are extreniely important in the
choice of cognitive systems and in their interpretation.
We will define cognitive neuroscience as the interface of neuroscience and
cognitive science with the relationship between mental events and the brain
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as i t s forenlost empirical question. I n our view, it i s i~sefulto divide
neuroscience into subproblems based on candidate cognitive
s y s t e m . The term "cognitive systemw' i s defined i n terms of its relation to
the idea o f organ systems. Organ systems are "differentiated structures i n
animals and plants made up of various cells and tissues and adapted for the
performance of some specific function and grouped with other substructures into a system" (Webster, N e w Arrterican Dictionary). Clearly then,
cognitive systems must also depend upon differentiated brain structures
even though they may be widely distributed within the brain. Thus the question of localization of function becomes one important issue within
cognitive neuroscience.
Any cognitive system may be described i n terms of the brain functions
that support it, i n terms of the subjective experiences or processing operations to which it gives rise, or in terms of the pathologies created by
breakdowns of compo~ientsof cognitive systenis. These three approaches
correspond to the disciplines of neuroscience, cognitive science, and
neurology. I t i s these three constituent disciplines that provide historical
background and a methodological base out of which cognitive neuroscience
as a discipline niust grow.
Our emphasis on the development of a "science" contrasts rather
markedly to the usi~alanalysis of mind-brain relationships. This i s a field
that has had corisiderable work, but much of it has been highly theoretical
and philosophical. Perhaps stemming from the lorlg tradition of philosophical speculati011about the relationship between mind and brain, yost
of the literature involves a priori solutions to the mind-brain relationship
rather than accumulation of the methods and findings that normally acconipariy the development of a scientific area. I n this chapter, we will not stress
philosopliical or theoretical solutions. We do not suggest that such solutions
are at harid or may ever be possible. Rather, we believe that new methods
and accumulating findings have made an exciting discipline of cognitive
neuroscience even sliould no solutions to the vexed philosophical problems
of mind-brain relationships emerge,.
111 addition to the corwnon influence from general philosophical questions about the relationship between brain a d mind, the disciplines of
neurophysiology, neurology, and psychology have had a great deal of contact over the last hundred years. I n particular, all three disciplines have been
concerned and influenced by general assurnptions about the ability to
localize particular cognitive functions witliiri the human brain. So dominant
has been the question of localization of function that it caused Miller (1978)
to remark as follows:
' W C thank George A. Miller for bringing to our allenlion the concept and term cognilive

syslern.
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Psychologists soriicti~neswonder why their neurological colleagues place so niucli
store by lie localization 01 functions in dillereat parts of the hrain, sincc it i s not
obvious that knowing where something happens lclls us much ahoul wlint is going
on there. Dut localization is merely one aspect 01 the traditional neurological
approach lo brain science; a more comprehensive view of the neurological approach
would have to include the general assurnptions that (I) complex brain funclions
can be decomposed into simpler, more general processes; (2) these collipoiient
processes can be localized anatomically and sttidied in relative isolation; ( 3 ) complex
behavior can be decon~posed into simpler, more general processes; arid (4) Ihe
simpler brain processes can be correla~eddirectly with their simpler behavioral
processes. (Miller & Lenncberg. 1978, page 6)

,

. ,

Until recent times, the effort to make component analysis of complex
mental skills (e.g., reading or chess) has not been available and, thus
Iiistorically, the disciplines of neurology, neuroscience, arid psychology
have concentrated heavily upgn localization of function. All three constituent fields of cognitive r~eurosciencewent through periods of extreme
localization prior to the turn of the century, followcd by a movement
toward more wholistic views strengthened by Gestalt arguments and supported by Gestalt-influenced neurologists. Tliroilgli the influe~~ce
primarily
of modern neuroscience, all have tended to return to ideas of localization of
brain processes (see Uttal, 1978 for a review). This similar waxing and waning of enthusiasm about localization of function indicates that crossfertilization has occurred across the three disciplines, providing at lettst iniplicit recognition of the relevance of research in each of the fields for the
others.
Although i n a rough sense ideas of brain localizatiori have conic full circle
from the ~iineteenthcentury, there are s t i l l differences between current ideas
and past ones. Recognition of complex central systems have replaced undue
emphasis upon strict reflexive control (Edelman & Mountcastle, 1978;
Hebb, 1949). Cybernetic concepts have provided ideas about the logical
principles underlying central control of input arid output pathways (Wiener,
1948). Tliese have influenced both concepts of neural orgar~izatio~~
and concepts of the complex networks that organize the flow of information i n
models of cognitive psychology.
The flavor of the comnlon language of rleural and cognilive scientists interested in the basis of mental processes can be seen by a con~parisonof the
. two recent quotes, one from a prominent ~~euroscier~tist
(Mour~tcastlc,1978)
arid the other by a cogliitive researcher (McClcllantl, 1978).
I t i s well known lrom classical ne~iralanatomy Illat inally of the large enlilies of llie
brain are iritercol~nectedby extrinsic patliways inlo c o ~ ~ ~ ( ) lsystems,
ex
ilichrding
niassivcly reentrant circuits.-l'licsc ~nodi~les
are local neurocirc~lilsof hundreds o f
thousands of cclls linked logether by a corriplex in~rnliiod~ilar
co~~l~cctivity.
The
~~iodulcs
of any one enlily are more or less siliiilnr thro~rghuut,hut hose at different
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(Page 39)

IXstributed systems are thus composed o f large numbers of modular elements linked
together i n eschelon, parallel and serial arrangements. lnforn~ationflows throumh
such a systent may follow a nurnbcr of different pathways, and the dominance of
our path or another i s a dynamic a r ~ dchanging property o f the system. Such a
system has Inany entries and exits and has access to outflow systems o f the brain at
")any levels. A distributed syslern displays the redundancy of potential loci o f
co~~~nland.,and
the command functior~may from tinie to lime reside i n different
loci of the system, in particular, and i n that part processing the most urgent and
necessary information.
An important feature of such distributed systenls. particularly those central to
primary sensory and motor systems, is that the complex function controlled or
executed by the system i s not localised i n any one of its parts. The function is a
property of the dynamic activity within tllr system: i t resides in the system as such.
1'his nay explain why local lesions o f the distributed system scarcely ever destroy
system function completely, but degrade i t to an extent determined by lesion size
and the critical role of the locus destroyed for system function. (Page 40)

The spirit of order within great complexity is also reflected in current
cognitive science models and ideas. Consider, for example, a recent description of cascading processes determined from studies of the time relation of
n~entalprocessing in Inman performance (McClelland, 1979).
I. The system i s composed of several suhprocesses or processing levels.
2. Each subprocess i s continuously active, working to let its output reflect the b a t
conclusions that can be reached on the basis o f its inputs.
3. The output of each process i s a set of continuous quantities that are always
available for processing at the next level.
4. I'rocessing at each level is based on the results of processing at the preceding level
only. Outputs arc pased i n only one direction through the system o f processes.
with no skipping or bypassin(( of subprocesses. (Page 2W)

'I'liis convergence on sirnilar views of localization of function provides the
needed conceptual basis for the organization of a cognitive neuroscience.
tiowever, the most important change that makes cognitive neuroscience a
possibility is the availability of new methods for the examination of
hypotheses relating brain function to psychological processes. As Mountcastle (1976) has suggested.
I t 113s been clear for a lone time-at least since the time of Lashley-that the quantita~ivestudy of behavior, traditionally the domain of the I1sychologist, and of neural
eventr i n the brain, called "Neurophysiology," are conceptually different approaches
to what are ge~~erically
the same set of problen~s,an idcntity long emphasized by
lung (1972). What i s rlew is that i t i s now possible l o combine i n one experiment
the n~etl~ods
and concepts of each to yield a deeper insight into the brain mechanis~i~s
that goverrl behavior than i s possible with either alone. 111this "combined experiIII~III,"
one controls and measures behavior and records simultaneously the signs o f
cerebral cvcnts through relevant. Ip. I).

Methods play a particularly important role in every scientific endeavor.
This is certainly true with respect to the hope of producing a physiological
analysis of human mental'activity. Although theories of localization o f
mental function have been present all through the history of the cotistituent
disciplines, the methods for examination of the correlation between
cognitive function and brain activity have been indirect. Much of the
classical work has involved examination of brain sections following death.
Those damaged areas of the brain could then be related to the behavior o f
the organism. In vivo examinations of the human brain by measurement o f
electrical activity have only been possible for 20 years and the use of noninvasive neurologic imsging techniques are even more recent.
Neuroscience approaches have emphasized spatial methods that give
hope of a means of studying localization. Cognitive science approaches
have tended to place emphasis upon temporal organization of information
flow within the nervous system.
Spatlal Methods

During the last few years, clinical neurology has been greatly aided by the
presence of computerized tomography as a method of examination of lesions (Oldendorf, 1978; Osborn, 1979). In this technique, a series o f narrowly collimated x-rays exposures is made from a number of different
angles, and the data thus acquired are then used to reconstruct sectional images by computer. The spatial representation of the cortex thus achieved
allows accurate location of lesions (Swets, Pickett, Whitehead, Getty,
Schnur, Swets, & Freeman, 1979). In a few minutes, sufficient data can be
collected to produce an accurate brain scan. Such scans provide a static picture of the health of the brain by an analysis of tissue density. Dyes may be
used to enhance the differences between normal and damaged areas. The
ability to obtain a n accurate localization of the damaged area while the patient lives obviously provides increased opportunity for studying the relationship of human brain lesions to mental state and performance. In addition the size and location of a lesion can be traced over time as, for example,
in the case of tumor growth or where radioactive treatment might produce a
reduction in tumor tissue. The size and extent of lesions can be known while
the subject is tested for associated cognitive deficit. This allows the
possibility of quantitative analysis of the relation of brain tissue t o detailed
cognitive processes, such as might be involved in reading.
Radioactive tracer methods of measuring cerebral blood flow o r metabolic activity may provide a more dynamic method of tracing cerebral activity during sustained cognitive tasks (Lassen, Ingvar, & Skitrlt4j. 1978).
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one method involves the use of a radioactive xenon source, the concentration of which may be measured during sustained cognitive activitv. For
ex-ample, the rates o f blood flow have been measured during silent reading
and other cognitive tasks relative to a resting condition. The task o f reading
silently shows concentrated blood flow activity i n the areas of the frontal
cortex associated with eye movements, in visual association areas, supplementary motor area, and Broca's speech area as well. A lower level of activity i s present in the posterior association area (Wernicke's area). The
potential of this method for articulating the spatial localization of brain
areas during cognitive activity i s obvious and has already begun to be widely
exploited (Risberg, 1980).
Another approach to the study of brain activity during cognition involves
the use of positron emission tonlography (Raichle, 1979). A glucose
molecule i s labeled with a radioactive tracer. The distribution of the labeled
substance i s monitored by annihilation radiation generzted when positrons
are absorbed. This radiation i s sensed by an array of detectors. The limits of
spatial resolution o f this method may be within 1-6mm. The method has
been applied as quickly as within four minutes after irljection although
longer times are most often employed. This method can be used to measure
blood flow and may have the potential of examining dynamically the
metabolism in different areas of the brain i f certain assumptions are made.
Ultin~atelyone would hope to be able to compare metabolic activity i n
neural systems involving different transmitters as well as i n spatially
separate brain areas.
One disadvantage of the spatial examination methods of CT scan and
cerebral blood flow i s the lack of fine temporal resolution of these methods.
Although nlethods under current development such as positron emission
tomography could improve the temporal resolution to within the range of
seconds (Raichle, 1979), i t may always be necessary to supplement them
with methods that are temporally more refined.

.-

'

Temporal Dynamics
The various iinagir~gmethods described do not give the kind o f dynamic
picture of information flow required by the analysis of many cognitive tasks
where differences of 20-100 rnsec are frequently found between processing
codes (Posner, 1978) or successive stages (Sternberg, 1969).
The simplest chronometric nlethotl i s to measure the time between two
events. When the first event i s a stirnulus and the second the response to it,
the Inensure is called reaction time. A very closely related technique i s to
provide an informative eveut or cue and measure the length of time it takes
before the reaction to a following imperative event has reached its
nlinimum. This technique call be used to measure the time required to en-

.
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code the cue event in an optinlal way.
Sorne investigators prefer to control the time subjecls Ilave available to
interact with the stimulus and observe errors they ~nakewith a given exposure duration. One such technique is to follow a brief exposure of a target
ivith a second masking event. The assumption i s made that the trlask serves
to restrict the time that is available for dealing with the target. An nlternative method to masking i s to train subjects to respond at different rates of
speed and then to observe the errors they make at each rale of processing.
This technique makes use of the fact that the people can obtain greater accuracy by going more slowly. Measurements of the accuracy of performauce following different durations of stimulus exposure are based on an
implicit notion that quality of information builds up over time and that subjects can access that information at different places in its build-up. Faster
access means lower information quality and thus greater errors u l ~ t iasympl
tote i s reached.
I n simple cognitive tasks like reading of letters and words these techniques have and are being used to trace the time course of buildup and decay
of visual, phonetic, and semantic codes. For highly-familiar and overlearned items, these translations are automatic in the sense that they occur
even when we attempt to prevent them from taking place. Dut even though
they are automatic, they are not immediate. Estimates of the time course of
activation of these codes suggest that the phonetic code follows activatio~l
of physical codes by 80 to 100 rnsec and that semantic codes require in excess of another hundred msec for their development. These time estimates
arise from experiments i~lvolvingvarious aspects of me~ltalchrononietry.
Though the use of time-dependent measures i s an old one in experimental
psychology, i n recent years there has been a proliferation and integration of
methods and theory i n an erfort to trace the time course of activity i n the
nervous system.

SPATIO-TEMPORAL METHODS
Event related electrical activity recorded from the scalp of hunlans or other
animals provides a method that involves both spatial and temporal information. Although i t is often difficult to deterlnil~ethe exact locatiori of the
generators of sllch potentials, different cornpollents do give rise to different
scalp distributions. Compo~lentswithin the first 100 rnsec often relate closely to sensory aspects of the signal and show scalp distribution deper~tler~t
up011the modality of i n p ~ ~Later
t.
components tend to relate more to states
of the organism and task and tend to show peaks ill the association areas.
There have been efforts to locale the generators of these potentials either by
nn nnalysis of their scalp distributions or by use of depth clectrotIes (cjoff,
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faith has also been bolstered by experiments, showing that subjects with occipital lesions can orient to stimuli (with their eyes) tliat they are unable to
bring to consciousness (Poppel, Held, & Frost, 1973; Weiskrantz, Warrington, Sanders, & Marshall, 1974). Such dissociations fit with the assumed
functions of the primary visual system in conscious recognition and of the
secondary (midbrain) system in localization, but they remain very striking
evidence of the possibility of understanding of cognition at a neural system
level. Similarly tlie finding in deep dyslexia (Marshall Sr Newcornbe, 1973)
that patients may demonstrate knowledge of the rnennirrg of a word they
cannot name has helped support the idea of different routes to the meaning
of lexical items.

hllisoll, & Vauglia~l,1978; Woods, 1980). Wlierl the event related potentials
collected from two differelit bellavioral tasks, they can be compared
c~~rono~~ietrically.
For example, attending to a visual or auditory location
produces nn~plificatioriin the event related potential about 90-120 nisec
iollowi~iginput; while detecting a target defined by a semantic category
lrtrds to produce differences between targets and [ion-targets that d o not occur for about 300 or more msec after input. These differences correspond to
[he distinction made in performance theories between sensory and response
set and reflect the complexity of the decisions and degree of conscious procsssi~lgof the unselected itern. The comparison of wave form for the attended and unattended input provide a very precise and complete temporal
of influence of the attentional instruction.
In recent years it has been possible to record from single neural cells in
alert organisnls. This method provides precise spatial and temporal resolulion. Activity that is time-locked to a stimulus can be recorded and used to
construct a picture of the firing rate of the neuron millisecond by millisecond followirig input. This method can provide an accurate picture o f
how different neural systems are affected by psycliological conditions. For
example Goldberg and Wurtz (1972) showed that single cells in the superior
colliculus (a niidbrain structure related to eye movements) whose receptive
fields are targets for an eye. movement show enhanced firing rates well
before the eye actually begins to move. This selective enhancement effect
call occur within 50 riisec after the cue for the eye movement. On the other
hand, cells in the primary visual areas show no such selective enhancement;
while parietal cells d o so but at a latency usually longer than that shown for
colliculnr units. These results can help provide a picture of the ordering of
the ne~iralsystems related to attention and eye shifts. The use of posts t i r n ~ ~ l latency
~is
histograms is limited to organisms for which electrode
penetrations are possible and this of course limits their utility for the study
of Iiiglier cognitive functioris in humans, but for some tasks the non-human
priniate makes an excellent model.

COGNITIVE SYSTEMS

Neurological Deficits
A corribination of spatial arid temporal methods have given us a greatly expa~rdedcapability of learning about the physical basis of cognition. The inccntive for s ~ ~ cstudies
li
has been greatly increased by study of the disconncctio~lsof cog~ritivefu~ictiontliat can be revealed by cases of brain i n j ~ ~ r y . .
The split brain sy~idrome has revealcd the ability to make complex
discri~iiiriatio~is
by the riglit hemisphere without availability of information
to tlic liwguage system (Gazzrr~iiga, 1970). The results obtained with this
tlisconnectiorr syridrome have greatly increased confidence in our ability to
ari;llyzr the relatio~isliipbetween cognitive t'u~ictionand brain activity. This

.

These methods have already had a value in increasing the belief o f
psychologists in the ability to tie cognitive activity to important aspects o f
the brain. The view of only a few years ago tliat there were n o convincing
links between cognition and the activity of brain cells seems now to have
passed in favor of the firm conviction that we will come to understand mental processes in terms of brain activity within the next generation o r so.
These changes in the faith of investigators in the strength of the relationships between brain and mind face two important dangers. One danger is
from a naive attempt to reduce cognition to neuroscience that may lead t o
an overconcentration on the physical basis of brain activity without concomitant attention to the cognitive functions performed. Reductionism o f
this sort tends to prevent interesting questions of cognition from guiding the
development of studies of brain activity. On the other hand, cognitive scientists need not claim tliat their field should be completely divorced from
brain activity, but there are very fundamental cognitive questions that d o
lend themselves to tight links to the neurosciences. The claim that cognitive
science must be completely independent o f the studies of brain activity is
one that may be appropriately advanced agairist naive reductioriism but
should not stand in the way of tlie development of a genuine science at the
boundary between cognition and neuroscience that will benefit from constraints in both fields.
A second danger that may prevent the development of a genuine cognitive
neuroscience is the tendency of many in cognition to avoid questioris like
those of conscio~~sness
and of emotion that d o not fit well into the computer
simulations of liunlan mentation (see Norman, 1980, for a discussion of important areas of cognitive science). No d o i ~ b tthe information-processing
language developed in part from studies of the computer has played a n important and liberating role in tlie development of cognitive theory.
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[lowever, many important questions tliat will link the unique nature of the
human brain to our rnental activity are not easily handled by extant computer models.
The balance of this chapter will deal with two candidate cognitive systems
in an effort to illustrate how the constituent areas of cognitive neuroscience
approach common problems. These areas are anlong the most active ones
for the joirit examination of cognitive, neuroscience, and neurological approaches. The first i s comprehension of lexical items. On the one hand, this
area i s very much at the center o f problems i n cognition and on the other,
cases of brain injury have provided opportunities to study the neural
systems involved. Second, is selective attention. I n this area i t i s possible to
link central problems in cognition with studies recording from single or
small groups of cells i n alert animals performing cognitive tasks. The
reviews of each of these areas are necessarily highly selective and designed
to illustrate the various approaches and how they might be combined rather
than to establish any particular theory. We do not hope to provide a coniplete picture of work on the relationship of brain and mind even i n the two
areas chosen, but rather attempt to provide a sufficiently general picture o f
current efforts to give the reader a feeling of new developments and some
sources that can provide a more complete background.

COMPREHENDING LANGUAGE
0.

-

As is obvious from this volume, there i s intrinsic interest throughout
cognitive science i n a theory of natural language that would explain
linguistic universals and the rapid development of natural language i n individual human minds (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976). Much o f this interest i n language i s riot reflected in this chapter. The current work that best
allows connections between cognitive studies and brain,processes i s i n the
area o f the storage and retrieval of individual lexical items. This is a very
limited aspect of language, but the relative stereotypy of lexical items in
comparison to the generative character of sentences makes analysis of lexical processing more appropriate to the nietllods available to the cotistituent
fields of cognitive neuroscience.
There i s a long history within neurology of deficits in language ability due
to brain injury. There i s much active work by ne~rropsychologiststhat exaniines deficits in language function witli the same tools and to a large extent the same theoretical ideas as used i n current studies of language furiction in aornials (Coltheart, Patterson, Pc Marshall, 1980; Marsliall Rc
Newcambe, 1973; Zurif, 1980). I n this section we examine two of these approaches alid then compare the result witli studies of normnl function.
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Peripheral Codes
Linguistic stimuli represent an important opportu~iityto a neuroscience of
cognition. Language i s a species-specific characteristic of the liumali being
i n which input arising from different modalities has access to highly
overlearned correspondellces. An individual word in a skilled reader can be
contacted automatically both by auditory and visual input. The neuroscience approach to nervous systems has often been bound by sensory
modalities. This in part i s because of the importance of the setisory moclality in the organization of brain activity. The bimodal characteristics of
language makes it a natural place for the examination of the integration of
modality-specific pathways at higher levels of the nervous system (Coltheart, Patterson, & Marshall, 1980).
The study of reading and its deficits has been an area of intense activity
relating cognitive theory to brain injury. One disorder of reading shows the
parallel nature of input of information arising from the visual modality to
semantic processes. Both logic and cognitive science analysis suggest that
information about words may reach semantic systems both from a translation that names the word and then uses pathways already available to
speech or frorn visually specific information that does not rely OH
plionological translation. Deep dyslexics, according to some analyses (e-g.,
Marsliall & Newcornbe, 1973), have interruptiori of pathway leading to the
word name and a sparing, or relative sparing, of seniaritic input from
vision.
The flow of information that one infers frorn these studies of dyslexia
(e.g., Marshall & Newcombe) i s similar to diagrams developed from studies
of normal human cognitive function during reading (LaUerge & Samuels,
1974). A n important issue i s the interpretation of such a flow diagrani in
ternis of functional systems reflected by the neurological organization of
language processing. I n cognitive science, the ability to dissociate functions
into separate boxes i s sometimes called isolability or niodularity. The argument for isolability rests upon experiments that show illdependent
manipulation of the codes present i n the coniponent boxes. One example i s
the effort to show independence between visual represeritation of a letter or
word and its pho~iologicalrepresentalior~.Posner (1978) has reviewed
studies showing such isolability. For example, i f the two words are
presented in contrasting colors, subjects are slower in detertilining tliat they
are physically identical but there i s no iricreasc ill times to read the word
namcs. Similarly, i f the subject has to hold other nanies i n memory, tile
time for physical niatches i s unaffected whereas tile phonetic times are affected. This ability to dissociate codes by the ilidepe~identaianipulability of
al
has beeti take11as favorilig isolability.
their time courses in ~ i o r ~ nsubjects
Good evidence of this type exists for isolahility of visual alitl auditory codes
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words, and between each of those codes and their pllonological intcrprrtati~ll.
The internal represer~tation of visual and auditory words does not
sceln to involve isolable systems but appears to involve the same system.
\Vhen subjects are performing a task requiring them to monitor auditory
words for a particular pl~oner~re
its presence in a simultaneous irrelevant
word influences their reaction times (Hanson, 1978). This suggests
that the visual word produces a representation within the same system as
the auditory word.
An interesting application of the common system for auditory and visual
~ o r dprocessing has recently been proposed by Tallal (1980). She argues
that difficulty in making fine phonemic discriminations in auditory tasks
might predict reading deficits. This view rests upon the common code
available to both visual and auditory language. Deficits in such a common
code sliow up in reading problems. Similarly, it has been shown that long
term exposure to high levels of noise that produce no discernible auditory
deficit can interfere with children's learning to read (Cohen, Glass, &
Singer, 1973). Tlie main nlechanisrn here could be a reduction in phoneme
discriminiability making the grapheme to phoneme correspondence loop
more difficult for these children.
of

Syntax
These results illustrate the corivergence of neurological and cognitive
analysis on cornmoll questions of isolability and suggest common results
that illurnillate important issues. Zurif (1979) describes an extension of this
approach to show the isolability of two central components both involved in
an untlerstanding of lanbuage. These are the syntactic and semantic aspects
of words. Some wonls in the Eriglish language are used primarily for syntactic purposes (function or closed system) and others primarily for semantic purposes (content or open system). Zurif argues that there is a separate
systclli reserved for function words.
lle further argues that it is selective impairment of the syntactic system
involvir~~
the function of words that typifies the Uroca's aphasic rather than
an expressive inability to produce grammatical speech. Zurif rests his argunlent on the idea that Uroca's aphasics sliow impairment both in the production and coiliprehension of speech, rather than merely iv its production
as had been argued by others. This suggests that tlie distinction between
Uroca's and Wernicke's aphasia lies not in the receptive-expressive distinclion, but rather in dissocia~ionsof central mechanisms of language.
Z~rrif'sargunient with respect to syntactic and semantic processing is a
version of the isolnblc-system issue. It is a particularly interesli~igand import;~r~t
one since i t does not involve the separation of peripheral codes
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(e.g., auditory and visual from plionological) from more central language
systems but a possible separation within'the central language system itself.
T o the extent that Zurif can show isolability between sernalitic a ~ l dsyntactic
processors, this will provide new tools arid methods for dealing with tlie internal representation of the neural systems of language.
One argument (Caramazza & Zurif, 1976) is that Uroca's aphasics have
difficulty in the cornpreliensiorr of center-embedded sentences. The idea
here is that their general syntactic deficit makes it difficult for them to comprehend sentences where the syntax is crucial to an uridersta~ldirrgof the
word string. Much of this work involves showing that normals have n o
deficit, while Broca's are deficient in center-embedded sentences and not in
other sentence forms. It is possible that normal subjects say the sentences t o
themselves in the process of understanding them. If such a mecl~anismwas
used, the problem found in the aphasics could be due to difficulty in
generating the internal phonological string in the process of comprehending
the sentence.
One effort to address this problem has exanlined the reaction time for
normals and Droca's aphasics to decide whether a string of letters is a word
or not (lexical decision) (Bradley, 1979; Zurif, 1979). The reaction times of
normals show a strong dependence on word frequency for content (open
class) words and not for function (closed class) words. Tlie reaction times o f
Broca's aphasics are longer and sliow a strong dependence on word frequency both for the open class and for the closed class word's. Zurif argues
there may be separate stores for the two types of words. One store contains
both open and closed class words to be used in the service of semantic processing. Another rapid access store contains only closed class words used
for syntactic processing. Drain irljury that interferes with retrieval from this
second store forces use of the slower access frequency dependent store that
serves for both content and function words. This account would fit with the
finding that Droca's aphasics show difficulty in the production and comprehension of sentences where syntactic cues are important.
A possible alternative account for the different effects of word frequency
on lexical decision time turns on the use of word frequency data. If the effect of frequency on reaction time approaches asymptote and if closed class
words are really more frequent than our measures reveal, the data Zurif
reports froni normal on closed class and open class reaction times [nay come
from different points on the same exponential curve. One consequence of
this objection is that we are then less inclined to think of tlie Broca's performance as revealing a loss of processing ability for closed class words. Instead, since they use closed class items rarely, their reaction times on closed
class would be slower than normal and thus the frequency effect would not
be at asymptote. This interpretation does not d o very well with tlie data
showing longer reaction times on non-words that begin with words for nor-
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but not Droca's aphasics. Althor~glrthe question of isolability i s still
open, it i s important to pursue the notion of separate semantic and syntactic
processes.
~echniquesare now present to examine the isolability question by studies
of localization o f putative separate stores. The use of simple chrono~netric
tasks such as lexical decision allows for the time locking needed to apply
such methods. For example, event related potentials might be used to
localize putative components of language task (Ritter, personal communication).' I f open and closed task words are handled i n different brain
locations, then scalp topography of critical endogenous components should
differ between the two sets of words. Indeed, there are some hints in the
li~eraturenow that different classes of words produce different scalp
distributions in the evoked potential. One might expect a more anterior
distribution for the closed class words than for the open ones.
This argument must be a step further advanced by looking at the scalp
distribution o f evoked potential for closed class words under two conditions. I n one condition, subjects respond to the semantic aspect of the
closed class words (for example, deciding whelher i t signifies a plural or
singular condition). I n the other condition they respond to the syntactic
aspect of the closed class word. I n the former condition, the retrieval processes should involve semantics, while in the latter, syntax. Again, assunling
a difference in brain location, one would expect a different scalp distribution of the evoked potential. The use of regional blood flow might be
another spatial method useful in the possible localization o f neural system
underlying language. Such experiments illustrate how neuroscience approaches could be used to test critical aspects of theories developed from
brain damage or cognitive science.

Semantics
One of the most exciting areas of contact between studies of brain injury
and norrnal language function i s in the operation of the system that provides the weaning of words. Zurif (1979) argues that the sen~anticsystem of
the deep dyslexic i s identical to that o f the normal but that the dyslexic does
not have the peripheral codes necessary to stabilize the nornlally an~biguous
operations of this system.
l l i s argument for the ambiguity of the seniantic system rests on the
literature of spreading activation where essentially any word activates a
range of senlanlic associations (Collins & Loflus, 1975). I f a person i s asked
to say specifically what the word was, he must use codes available from
2.
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IIiese comnents were lnntle by Wal~erRitter (luring the course of a discussion of lhe roleof
cvent related polentials in larig~lrgest~~dies.
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visual, phonetic, or acoustic ~nalysisrather than the semantics itself. This i s
more true for words that have large numbers of associations, such as concrete nouns. Abstract words may be more fully irnplied by their activation
pattern.
Normal subjects may be primed to be aware of only one of the multiple
activation patterns of an ambiguous word by context (Conrad, 1974; Swinney, 1979). The fact that the deep dyslexics show relatively little problem
with auditory meaning suggests that auditory primes o ~ ~ gto
l l tdrive their interpretation of visually presented words in predictable directions. By pursuing this line of research on deep dyslexics, we might at once deter~ninethe
degree of similarity between the deep dyslexic and the normal and contribute to cognition by showil~gthe operations of a pure semantic system
unencumbered by the peripheral devices present in the normal.
The idea that a given visual word should activate a range of associations
below the level of the subject's consciousness i s a very important one i n
cognitive science (Conrad, 1974; Marcel & Patterson, 1978). I t suggests that
the reading and listening tasks are both sufficiently automatic that the full
range of their activation patterns are not available to the subject.
Nonetheless, such patterns affects the interpretation of words of which one
i s aware. These results open up to psychological analysis the study of those
factors that produce disambiguation of the activation patterns of any given
word to provide an overall meaning to a phrase or sentence.
Although many of these ties between the study of brain damage and normals remain speculative, encouraging developments within cognitive science
provide additional faith i n them. The early work on isolability of systems
involved primarily single letters and words (see Posner, 1978, for a review).
The lexical decision task has also generally been confined to words or small
strings of items. Recently, it has been shown (Aaronson, 1976; Davidson,
1978) that many of the same principles occur during continuo~isreading
tasks. Davidson (1978) showed that words filling the overall meaning of the
paragraph subjects were reading are classified as lexical items more rnpidly
than unrelated wortls. The faster speed in processing semantically rclnted
words does not extend to their homopl~ones.Access to semantics cl~iring
reading of simple material appears to be via a grapheme to semantic route,
not via the grapheme to phoneme route. Nonetheless, Davidson was able to
show the effects on homophones when subjects had to make a lexical decision about a word that had been presented in the string earlier. On the sccond occasion repeated words are classified more rapidly tl~annon-repealed
wortls. The effect also occurs to the hornopllones of repeated words. This
indicates that the string of material carried in nlenlory does include a
pt~onological code. These results confirm rually findings (Coltheart,
IJavclaar, Jonasson, & Desner, 1977; Kleiman, 1975) that have been ~natle
with small numbers of letters or words and show the role of the same principles in a inore natural reacting task.
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Linguistic Awareness
While w c h of the processing involved in reading and listening goes on outside of awarelless, it is important to develop an understanding of tlie role of
corlscious processing in the understanding of language. T o d o so it is important to have techniques useful in separating processing of which we are
\Iliaware from processing involving awareness. In connection with object
recognition we argued that it is possible to exanline mental representations
ilrdrpenderit of the activation produced by stimulus input. One effort t o d o
so involved the lexical decision task described earlier (Neely. 1977).
This method uses a priming stimulus prior to the introduction of a
stimulus to which the subject must respond. The priming stimulus may
either be a neutral warning signal or a word. Sometimes the prime word is
the name of a category of the stimulus. For example, the prime "animal''
followed by item "dog." Subjects decide whether tl e item that follows the
prime is a word or a non-word (lexical decision).
Let us describe how a theory (Posner S( Snyder, 1975) of automatic and
unattended processing predicts various aspects of this simple task. Information in alltonlatic patliways b ~ ~ i l up
d s quickly and automatically. Attention,
Iiowever, takes tinie to shift to the represented category. If automatic is
taken to mean parallel activation, then one can activate many o f these
pathways at the same time. This implies that tlie activation of the pathway
will have a positive effect on reaction time (benefit) but no negative effect
(cost). Thus, one would expect benefit to build up quite rapidly. but cost
only to be associated with the operation of a slower attentional mechanism.
The results confirm this idea. Following a prime, benefit is preseqt very
rapidly, but cost builds up very much more slowly than benefit.
Neely's experiment found very systematic asymmetries in the time course
of buildup of cost and benefit of the type that would be expected from the
theory described above. In this condition, the priming s t i ~ n d u serves
s
both
as a nirans of activating internal pathways and of serving as a cue for the
subject's active attention.
A second condition that Neely used was to prime the subject with a
catcgory name br~twhen it was presented the subject was supposed to think
co~~sciously
of a different category. For example, if the word "animal" was
presc~~ted,
he was to think "furniture." Neely traced tlie time course of cost
and benefits. According to the theory, one ought to expect symmetric build-,
up o f costs a d benefits, since tlrrre is no automatic pathway activalion.
This is IIIC result. Most interesting is the case where the subject is given the
word L'a~rirnal"and nrust switch Iris atterrtio~rto "furniture" but then is
give11an i ~ ~ s l a ~of
r cthe
e origi~ralcategory (e.g., "dog"). The theory predicts
t h i ~ ttlre initial n~~tor~inric
benefit will switch to cost and again this is tlie
rcsult obtai~ietl.Some experiments have raised questions with aspects of the
1979). Nonetheless, it rcrnains a good demonstration
Nccly r e s ~ ~ l(Antes,
ts
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of how cognitive science thinking about a "pure" l~ientalrepresentation can
lead to nlethods that separate conscious and unconscious processes ir~volved
in language comprehension.
There is evidence that violation of an expected event leads to'active,
highly conscious prodessing and to a particular component of the event
related potential that is positive in sign a ~ r doccurs about 300 msec after input (P-300) (Donchin, Ritter, & McCallum, 1978). Recently, such unexpected events have been studied in language tasks (Kutas & Ilillyartl, 1980).
With a physical violation such as an unexpectedly large print, there is at1
enlarged P-300; an unexpected semantic stimulus however, produced a n
enlarged negativity at about 400 msec. Hillyard suggests that semantic
violation may be processed separately from physical violations.
Recent evidence provides interesting links between the P-300 latency and
aspects of awareness. Duncan-Johnson (1979) has shown that the P-300
latencies are not as labile as reaction time. A highly primed stimulus produced a P-300 that occurs before the overt response, while for an unprirned
stimulus P-300 occurs after the response. This result fits with the idea that
P-300 represents the entry of a stinlulus to processing by a system related to
the awareness of the subject rather than his response. Sometimes one is conscious of an event prior to responding, sometimes after, depending on how
automatic the relationship between stimulus and response is. There are
questions about some aspects of the Duncan-Johnson work because she did
not dissociate the priming of the stimulus from the priming of the response.
Tlie person who expected a particular event could prepare for the motoric
response of that event. Methods available in cognitive psychology could be
used to insure priming of the stimulus alone.
Data arising from studies using language stimuli are of particular importance because they are at the heart of the cognitive science approach and
because they allow us to get beyond sensory-specific stinluli to study aspects
of bimodal processing systems. Tlie brain injury data and the event related
potential methods provide important links to the brain processes. However,
language is a species-specific property of the Iiuman being and does not
allow easy use of the animal models that lie at the heart of neuroscience
methods. In the next section we examine some putative-cognitive systems
that allow further links between human and aninial results.

ORIENTING O F ATTENTION
The preceding section on linguistic awareness illustrates the inipqrlance to
cognition of understanding the mechanisms of awareness. However, the use
of linguistic materials prevents the kind of animal studies that are central to
neuroscience methods. I t is possible to forge closer links between cogrrition
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jlld neuroscience work by using tasks that involve "detection" of nonlinguistic stimuli. Many organisms have sirllilar highly developed
mechanisms for active scanning of the visual environment. There is a great
deal known about parts o f the visual systenl that are necessary for detection. Much of the neuroscience understanding of vision has iwolved study
of anesthetized animals who are not using the cognitive mechanisms for
detection available in alert organisms. In this section we will be concerned
with efforts to understand the central mechanisms that give rise to detection
when organisms are "cognitive" in the sense of using active strategies to
scan their environment.
Recently there has been interest in the relationship between attention and
movement both in neuroscience (Goldberg & Wurtz, 1972; Mountcastle,
1978) and in cognitive psychology (Posner, 1980). For v h a l events, the major concern has been in the relationship between orienting (overtly by eye
movements, or covertly via shifts of attention) and the efficiency of detecting (making arbitrary responses, or being aware of) stimuli. Work in coguilion has explored three general points:
I. Measurement of covert orienting of attention by changing in the efficiency of detecting stimulus events at different spatial positions.
2. The relationship between movements o f covert attention and movements
of the eyes.
3. The pathways controlling both covert and overt orienting.

.

A useful task to explore orienting involves selection of positions in visual
space (Posner, Nissen, Rc Ogden, 1978). The subject is given a single key and
asked to respond as quickly as possible whenever a visual Rash occurs. A
cue provides the subject with varying information about the likely spatial
location o f the stimulus. There is little doubt that subjects could perform
this task without committing attention in advance. Subjects could simply
wait u ~ ~ tthe
i l visual event occurs and respond by pressing the key with very
Mtle likelihood that they would ever miss any of these suprathreshold
stimuli. One might s ~ ~ s p e cthat
t there would be no evidence of attetrtion
limits in this task. Indeed, many experiments using paradigms like this have
failed to show selective effects (Grindley & Townsend, 1968; Mowrer,
1941). Recent results, however, have shown evidence for the role of selectivity in this task.
Evidence is o f clear costs and bewfits from knowledge about where in
space a visual s t i m ~ ~ l will
u s occur even when eye movements are eliminated
(I'osner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978). T o a surprising extent, the mechanisnls
responsible for this effect are independent of the visual system. For example, this spatial selectivity is not related to the fine structure of the retina
that distinguishes fovea from periphery. Although foveal stimulation is pro-
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cessed faster, the costs from an unexpected peripheral event and from an
unexpected foveal event are identical (Posner, 1978). This finding applies
only to detection of luminance that is clearly above tt~resllold.It is not the
.case that attention can compensate for the high acuity provided by the
f i ~ l structure
e
available for foveal stimulation. Wlic11acuity is required, the
equipotentiality of the retina with respect to attention no longer holds. Indeed, the behavior o f subjects exquisitely reflects this difference. I f left free
to move their eyes in a luminance detection situation, subjects quickly suppress any tendency to move them and this conforms to the optimal behavior
for this task. On the other hand, in an acuity task, the tendency to move the
eyes to the stimulus is very powerful and subjects attempt to do so whenever
possible (Posner, 1980).
The second sense in which attentional orienting is relatively independent
of the fine structure of the visual system is the relatioaship between
movements of attention and movements of eyes. The term "~novementsof
attention," is used because it is possible to show that attentional shifts from
one place in space to another are analogue (Shulman, Remington, &
McLean, 1979). That is, probes at positions between fixation and target are
facilitated at times intermediate between leaving fixation and arriving at the
target. This result shows that covert changes of attention can be measured
quite objectively and are as time-locked as eye moveriients tliemselves.
These findings fit well with similar analogue results reported earlier for irnagery experiments.
Attention movements are not slaved to the saccadic eye movement
system. Attention can move while the eyes are still; a program to wove the
eyes does not automatically cause an attention shift (Klein, 1980); and it can
be shown that attention can move in a direction opposite from where the
eyes are programmed to move (Posner, 1980).
This relative independence of eye movements from attention can be cornpared with developing work in the single cell domain (Mour~tcastle,1978;
Robinson, Goldberg, & Stanton, 1978). It has been shown that at the collicular level there is a close relationship between enhancement of single cell
activity and eye movement. At parietal levels the relationsllip between selective enhancement of single cell activity and movements is in dispute. Mou~ltcastle (1978) has stressed the close relationship of attention to movements o f
the hands and eyes. Me finds that the earliest input to parietal lobe is to
neurons that have no foveal representation and whose input is from midbrain structures. On the other I~and,Robinson, Goldberg, and Stanton
(1978) argue that tl~cirdata suggest that the activity of cells in nrea 7 is better understood as signaling the presence of a stimulus than as c o o ~ ~ n a n d i n g
rnovenlent.
If the simple reaction time is taken as a measure of the efficiency of detecling a stimulus and the movenlents of attention are t l ~ o ~ ~ gtol ibe
t related to
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orielltil~g,the beliavioral results indicate that orienting arid detecting are
srparahle properties of attention. This same dissociatio~iis born out in
patliological data. Occipital scotomas produce an inability to detect consciously the occurrence of the event, but may spare the ability of the subject
to orielit (Weiskrantz, 1977). On the other hand, parietal lobe damage
scerrls to reduce spontaneous orientation to the opposite side in space but
pfocrves the ability to detect stimuli should attention be forced to that posilion in space.
I t is possible to suppose that a single underlying mechanism is responsible
for both limited capacity results discussed under language and for the
luminance drtectiou results discussed in this section. This view requires that
the subject be able to orient attention either to a high level semantic analysis
or to commit it at a very early stage to a location in visual space. If this
siligle ~nrchanismview is correct, olle would expect the selection of dimensions such as orientation, size, position, and color to be handled by the
same ~nechanismbut be associated with different time courses.
One reason for favoring the idea of a single neural system resporisible for
both types of selection is that both the single cell results on spatial selection
and the scalp distribution of P-300 implicate parietal lobe sites. Another
reason for postulating a single mechanism is that one would not expect subjects to be very successful in maintaining an early selection by spatial location wlien occt~pirdat the same time with an attention demanding task like
mental arithmetic. If peripheral selection breaks down under conditions
where the s~ibjectis occupied with an irrelevant attention demanding task,
o w milst believe that early selection draws upon the same underlying
capacity as do other aspects of attention.
T11eevent-related potential results, however, d o not seem entirely consonant will1 the single mechanism view. Ilillyard (Hillyard, Picton, & Regan.
1978) reports a dissociation between N-100 enhancement when a spatial
position is selected and P-300 when a semantic target is detected. This could
sllggest that early selection is programmed by some sort of filter, as
originally suggested by broadbent (1950, while late selection is achieved by
il different neural system. In favor of this view is the finding that target and
non-target everits that arrive on the attended channel seem to produce the
same evoked-potential effects prior to P-300. I f the same system were
resl>ot~siblefor early and late selection, one might expect that once selected
by this ~ilecha~lisni,
targets and non-targets would be handled differently.
Tlicrc are also cliffcrwes in detail betweeti the N-100 event-related potenti;il ~xstrlts and the luminance-detection reaction time results. Eason,
Jlarlt.r, arid White (1969) and Von Voorhis arid Ilillyard (1977) liave
reportcd evc~~t-related
potential differences (N-100) between attended and
u~i;lttc~~;lcd
positions. These studies have used blocked presentations where
aitCntion is kept fixed at one location. Under these conditions, N-100 ap-
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pears to be enhanced at the attended position. The event-related potential
enhancenient seems also to be linked to situations in which there is rapid
presentation of information from given positions in space with attention
consistently directed to one position. With slow presentation and single trial
cuing such as used in the luminance RT work, no N-100 effects are found.
On the other h m d , benefits in reaction time are smaller with blocked
presentation than with trial-by-trial cuing. The reasons for these differences between event-rclated potential and reaction time results is riot
known.
A point to consider in this connection is that the paradigms that show
N-100 effects also involve eifective exclusion of non-targets from consciousness. In the cuing paradigm that has been described in this report for
reaction time, no such exclusion occurs although the expected position Iias a
latency advantage. Perhaps the N-100 results are indicative of filtering
mechanisms used only in conditions of high overload. It would not
necessarily be adaptive to prevent any infornlation from non-attended
signal Sources from reaching consciousness. The difficulty of concentration
that most o f us have suggests that selective mechanism are neither effortless nor completely effective. These are promising avenues for development of ideas relating different brain systems to aspects of attention.
Some work tracing the neural systems involved in spatial attention has
already been carried out. I t has long been believed that the superior colliculus plays a special role in programling overt movements of the eyes.
Mammals tend to have stronger pathways from the retina t o the contralateral superior colliculus than ipsalateral connections. It is possible t o
test the functional significance of this a ~ ~ a t o m i crelationship
al
by allowing
subjects to view stimulus displays monocularly (Posner & Cohen, 1980).
Subjects are instructed to move toward the temporal visual field in accordance with the anatoniical connections cited above (Posner & Cohen, 1980).
This asymmetry does not occur with eye movements to auditory commands
nor does it occur strongly in conscious judgments of temporal order that d o
not involve movements o f the eyes. There appears to be a similar bias in infants occurring even wlien only a single stimulus is presented (Lewis,
Maurer, & Milewski, 1979).
Shulman (1979) sought to determine if a similar bias toward the temporal
visual field existed in covert shifts of attention. Ile first determined the advantage in reaction time when attention was brought to a position in the
visual field by the occurrence of a single peripheral target. H e liad subjects
view monoci~larlytrials in which physical targets occurred simultaneously
to the left and right of fixation. A bias toward the temporal visual field
should liave produced a temporal field advantage of about 70 msec, but no
such bias was found. This and other work leads to a rejection of the idea
that covert attention is controlled via midbrain pathways alone. It should be
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possible t o explore this result f u r t h e r to determine
cond (e.g.,
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i f the pathways of t h e sein the c o n t r o l of
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of neuros-

cience a n d cognitive techniques have been a p p l i e d t o c o m m o n questions.
The w o r k has advanced s u f f i c i e n t l y t o suggest t h a t alert organisms use ceain the detection of visual s t i m u l i t h a t are distinct from t h e
~ r amechanisms
l
visual system as usually studied. T h e r e i s p r o m i s e t h a t a n understanding of
these central a t t e n t i o n a l mechanisms w i l l a i d in a general a p p r o a c h t o t h e
physical basis o f awareness.
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CONCLUSIONS
This chapter delimits a u n i q u e set of problenis t h a t concern people w o r k i n g
at the b o u n d a r y between c o g n i t i o n and neuroscience. W e expect w o r k on
this set of problems t o g r o w d u r i n g the c o m i n g years as new techniques a r e
used t o explore the n e u r a l systems activated b y c o g n i t i v e tasks. A major
p r o b l e m of the field is t o develop a level of theory t h a t allows contact b e t ween the study of n o r m a l a n d p a t h o l o g i c a l m a t e r i a l atld between c o g n i t i v e
a n d physiological approaches. T h e development of such a theory has certainly been enhanced by the use of i n f o r m a t i o n processing concepts. T h e
very generality o f such a language does pose d i f f i c u l t problems. T h e r e i s a
tendency t o use such language in a w a y t h a t avoids p r o b l e m s t h a t are'unique
t o specific cognitive s y s t e m . For example, the c l a i m t l ~ a tlanguage a n d
visual perception are n o t d i f f e r e n t because they c a n b o t h b e described in t h e
same p r o p o s i t i o n a l code does n o t h e l p us t o understand the dissociation
in b r a i n i n j u r y . I f the g o a l i s t o develop a n interface between
~ h a occurs
t
c o g n i t i o n a n d b r a i n processes i t w i l l n o t b e u s e f u l to speak a t a level of
analysis a t w h i c h b r a i n systems do n o t seem t o b e of importance. On t h e
other hand, t o o s t r o n g a concentration o n the p r o b l e m of localization leaves
the c'ognilive scientist w i t h the impression either of a new phrenology or a t
least a l a c k o f c o m n i i t n l e n t t o the d y n a m i c interactions a m o n g n e u r a l
systems tliat are l i k e l y t o underlie m u c h of the interesting aspect o f c o g n i tion. Fortunately, as o u t l i n e d in our i n t r o d u c t i o n , some o f neuroscience has
begun t o m o v e in the d i r e c t i o n of understanding complex i ~ l t e r a c t i o n s
a m o n g neural systems t h a t c o u l d p r o v i d e a basis for cognition.

Our n ~ a i ng o a l has been lo o u t l i n e t w o cognitive systems hi w h i c h specific
of
principles or theory lias emerged from this inquiry, we feel that p r o m i s i n g
starts for c o m b i n e d w o r k have begun arid that e n o u g h i s k n o w n t o suggest
that cognitive ~ ~ e u r o s c i e n ccea n be developed in the c o m i n g years.
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